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	Peters

	CURRICULUM VITAE: Frank Peters has a background with over 36 years of experience in the manufacturing and construction industry. He holds the position of Program Manager for central Building Information Management (cBIM) at LAWA, responsible for campus-wide implementation of BIM processes, procedures and internal staffing support at LAX. His ancient undergraduate educational is in Industrial Engineering and Management.Prior to leading LAWA’s BIM program, Mr. Peters was a Project Manager for Virtual Design and Construction at various large US based General Constructors. Most recent he lead the development and implementation of BIM capabilities at the Los Angeles’ largest project ever, a new $1.6B international terminal at LAX.Before jumping over to the Construction sector, Mr. Peters held various positions at companies including Product Development at Sun Microsystem Inc, focusing on the design and development team management.  Mr. Peters has also managed multiple projects implementing advanced Kanban and supply chain management processes in manufacturing, construction and the ERP sectors.
	PRESENTATION: In 2009, Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) embarked on an massive 15-year modernization plan at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) that includes terminal renovations and remodeling, construction of a new domestic and international terminals and concourses, improvements to runways and taxiways, and more. Knowing the vast amounts of information involved, LAWA developed/implemented processes and a platform to aggregate and organize the data collected in the design and construction phases of this $17B capital plan. This session focuses on how megaprojects like this can bridge the often cavernous data gap between design, construction and life-cycle operations. Hear how enormous data sets become manageable, how design coordination is truly achievable, and how project data is retained down to the very granular level and point-in-time associated documentation.


